OT Security Analysis Workshop
Analysis of the OT security situation and solution
scenarios for four specific security topics

Throw a detailed look at your OT Security
Is secure production your concern? Then you must know
your current security level.
Existing production facilities are developing into a world of
smart, flexible production. Decade-old machines are working
next to state-of-the-art connected robots and production
lines. The convergence of the OT world with the IT world
creates new cybersecurity risks both for outdated industrial
plants (lack of protection for connected operations) as well
as modern smart factories (high complexity, vanishing
network perimeter, increased supplier chain risk, cloud
integration, ...).
Security for production systems is becoming a top priority.
The only reply to these constantly increasing threats is a
solid and modern cyber defense.
OT security arises from both technical and organizational
measures in various subject areas.

Do you want to know your current situation?
OT Security Analysis:
An OT Security Analysis Workshop from Telekom Security
gives you transparency. Our experts will evaluate your OT
Security in detail. To do so, we analyze your situation and
assess various solution scenarios for any vulnerabilities that
may be found.
The specific focus topics*:
• Asset Management
• Network Segmentation
• Remote Access
• Security Monitoring
*For the workshop, only one of these four possible focus
topics can be selected.
Independent experts from Telekom Security analyze your
production landscape and uncover the vulnerabilities in your
production network that attackers can exploit to sabotage
and manipulate manufacturing.

Large-Scale OT Security expertise
With more than 25 years of project experience, Telekom
Security has expert know-how in complex and challenging
OT/IT security architectures. Cyber Defense and IT Security
Made in Germany are our core competencies. We have a
comprehensive view of the market for security solutions and
develop vendor-neutral recommendations to help you find
the best solution for your requirements.

The OT Security Analysis Workshop in Detail
Duration of the service
The workshop itself is scheduled for two days. The duration
of the entire security analysis is agreed upon individually
with the customer.

Demarcation
The OT Security Analysis Workshop includes the analysis of
the current situation in the selected focus area and the
recommendation of counter-measures. The implementation
of the recommended actions is not included but can be
commissioned separately.

Your contribution
• Provide a central contact person for the duration of the
project.
• Availability of technical and operational contacts (e.g.,
Security Management, CERT/CSIRT officers,
IT Governance and Security Operations)
• Designate a decision-making officer
• Provide the required technical information and
information about the OT environment for the detailed
analysis
• Provide a meeting room in case of an onsite workshop
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The process
Preparation
In the first remote coordination, the scope of the workshop will be defined. Your current status regarding OT security and any
questions you might have will be answered.

OT Security Analysis Workshop
During the workshop, the most important methods and techniques in your topic area will be explained. Afterwards, we
analyze your functional and organizational requirements in a joint approach. On this basis, various technologies and solutions
will be evaluated. The administrative recommendations for action and technical solutions will be documented.

Preparation of final report
After the meeting, a report with the results of the workshop will be prepared by a Telekom consultant. You will receive the
report in PDF format.

Presentation of the results
The report will be explained to you with a focus on the actions we recommend.

Standard Package

When to use?

• Unsure about your vulnerabilities?
• OT Security Analysis checks the current security level of your production environments.

What is
included?

• The package will include any one of the specific focus topics for the Workshop:
• Asset Management
• Network Segmentation
• Remote Access
• Security Monitoring
• Analyze your approach and technique of the focus topic
• Recommend technical solution and improvements
• Provide the final report with appropriate action points

How much
does it cost?

€ 8,575 per focus topic

Terms & Conditions
• All prices are exclusive of VAT and travel expenses (for onsite workshop). Will be charged as applicable
• This content is for information purposes only and does not constitute a binding offer. If you are interested, we will be happy
to send you the relevant contract documents. These also list the exact contents of the service and the specific conditions
• All information related to corresponding license, support and warranty conditions, details, etc. will be provided with the
contract documents.
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